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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 words)
Part I of this paper investigates the differences -conceptually and algorithmically -between afline and projective frameworks for the tasks of visual recognition and reconstruction from perspective views. It is shown that an affine invariant exists between any view and a fixed view chosen as a reference view. This implies that for tasks for which a reference view can be chosen, such as in alignment schemes for visual recognition, projective invariants are not really necessary. The projective extension is then derived, showing that it is necessary only for tasks for which a reference view is not available -such as happens when updating scene structure from a moving stereo rig. The geometric difference between the two proposed invariants are that the affine invariant measures the relative deviation from a single reference plane, whereas the projective invariant measures the relative deviation from two reference planes. The affine invariant can be computed from three corresponding points and a fourth point for setting a scale; the projective invariant can be computed from four corresponding points and a fifth point for setting a scale. Both the affine and projective invariants are shown to be recovered by remarkably simple and linear methods.
(continued on back) In part II we use the affine invariant to derive new algebraic connections between perspective views. It is shown that three perspective views of an object are connected by certain algebraic functions of image coordinates alone (no structure or camera geometry needs to be involved). In the general case, three views satisfy a trilinear function of image coordinates. In case where two of the views are orthographic and the third is perspective the function reduces to a bilinear form. In case all three views are orthographic the function reduces further to a linear form (the "linear combination of views" of (31] ). These functions are shown to be useful for recognition, among other applications.
AOO165sln For NTIS -rA&I DTIC TA•:
Byu-. and expands upon the work of [26, 14, 4]f Section 4 oil projective reconstruction, follows and refines the results The geometric relation between objects (or scenes) in presented in [28, 29] . the world and their images. taken froii different viewing In Part II of this paper we use the results established positions by a ptin-hole camera, has many subtleties and i Part 1 (specifically those in Section 3) to address cernuances and has been the subject of research in computer tair algebraic aspects of the connections between niulvision since its early days. Two major areas in computer views the work of [31], we address vision have been shown to benefit from an analytic treatthe problem of establishing a direct connection between nient of the 3D to 2D geometry: visual recognition and views, expressed as functions of image coordinates alone reconstruction from multiple views (as a result of having -which we call 'algebraic functions of views" -In addimotion sequences or from stereopsis).
tion to linear functions of views. discovered by [31] . ap-A recent approach with growing interest in the past plicable to orthographic views only. we show that three few years is based on the idea that non-metric informaperspective views are related by trilinear functions of tion, although weaker than the information provided by their coordinates, and by biliear functions if two of the depth maps and rigid camera geometries, is nonetheless three views are assumed orthographic ---a case that will useful in the sense that the framework may provide sinibe argued is relevant for purposes of recognition without pier algorithnis, camera calibration is not required, more constraining the generality of the recognition process. freedom in picture-taking is allowed -such as taking Part It ends with a discurirn --f I ... 11tc aplications pictur,-of pictures of objects, and thre is n,--d",t to for algebraic functions. other than visual recognition. make a distinction between orthographic and perspective projections. 
Preliminaries
-and relevant to this paper are the work described ill We consider object space to be the three-dimensional [14, 4, 26. 28. 29].
projective space P'1, and image space to be the twoThis paper has two parts. In Part I we investidimensional projective space P 2 . Within p 3 we will be gate the intrinsic differences --conceptually and algoconsidering the projective group of transformations and rithmically -between an affine tramework for recogthe affine group. Below we describe basic definitions and nition/reconstruction and a projective framework. Alformalism related to projective and affine geometriesthough the distinction between affine and projective more details can be found in [8, 24. 25] . spaces, and between affine and projective properties, is perfectly clear from classic studies in projective and alge-2.1 Affine and Projective Spaces braic geometries, as can be found in [8, 24, 251 . it is less Affine space over the field K is simply the vector space W clear how these concepts relate to reconstruction from K". and is usually denoted as A". Projective space P
"
multiple views. In other words, given a set, of views, unis the set of equivalence classes over the vector space der what conditions can we expect to recover affine in-K"+i. A point in P'" is usually written as a homogevariants? what is the benefit from recovering projective neous vector (xO ... , x,), which is an ordered set of n + 1 invariants over affine? are there tasks, or methodologies, real or complex numbers, not all zero, whose ratios only for which an affine framework is completely sufficient?
are to be regarded as significant. Two points x and y what are the relations between the set of views generated are equivalent, denoted by x • y, if x = Ay for some by a pin-hole camera and the set of all possible projecscalar A. Likewise, two points are distinct if there is no tions , 3 --P 2 of a particular object? These are the such scalar. kinds of questions for which the current literature does not provide satisfactory answers. For example, there is a 2.2 Representations tendency in some of the work listed above, following the The points in P" admit a class of coordinate represeninfluential work of [14] . to associate the affine framework tations R. such that if R 0 is any one allowable reprewith reconstruction/recognition from orthographic views sentation, the whole class K consists of all those reponly. As will be shown later, the affine restriction need resentations that ran be obtained from R 0 by the acnot be coupled with the orthographic restriction on the tion of the group GL 7 ,+ 1 of (n + 1) x (n + 1) nonmodel of projectionprovided we set one view fixed. In singular matrices. It follows, that any one coordinate other words, an uncalibrated pin-hole camera undergorepresentation is completely specified by its standard ing general motion can indeed be modeled as an "affine simplex and its unit point. The standard simplex is engine" provided we introduce a "reference view", i.e., the set, of n + 1 points which have the standard coorall other views are matched against the reference view dinates (1,0 ... , 0),(0, 1, ... , 0),..., (0.0 ... , 0.1) and the for recovering invariants or for achieving recognition.
unit point is the point whose coordinates are (1, 1..., 1). In the course of addressing these issues we derive two It also follows that the coordinate transformation benew, extremely simple, schemes for recovering geometric tween any two representations is completely determined invariants -one affine and the other projective -which from n + 1 corresponding points in the two representacan be used for recognition and for reconstruction.
tions, which give rise to a linear system of (n + 1)2 -I Some of the ideas presented in this part of the paor (n + 1)2 equations (depending on whether we set an per follow the work of [14. 4. 26. 28 , 29] . Section 3 on arbitrary element of the matrix transform, or set one of affine reconstruction from two perspective views, follows the scale factors of the corresponding points).
Subspaces and Cross Ratios 2.6 Epipoles
A linear subspace A • pk C p" is a hyperplane if k Given two cameras with positions of their ('OP at n -1, is a line when k = 1. and otherwise is a k-platte. 0, 0' E P'P, resectively, the epipoles are at the intcrsec-. "there is a uniqut-e ;iM in t" through any two distinct tion of the line 00' with both itage plaies. Recovering points. Any point z on a line can be described as a linear the epipoles from point correspondences across two views Let P"-C P" be some hyperplane. and a point 0 E 2.7 Inage Coordinates 'P" not lying on P'"-. product will be noted by a center dot, i.e.. x • y. again avoiding the transpose notation except when necessary.
The Affine Subgroup
Cross product will be denoted as usual. i.-., x x y. The Let 4,i C 'P" be the subset of points (x 0 ... , x,) with cross product, viewed as an operator, can be used bexi Two Perspective Views ideal hyperplane. then when the ideal hyperplane is at infinity, affine geometry takes its "intuitive" form of preThe key idea underlying the derivations in this section is serving parallelism of lines and planes and preserving to place the two camera centers as part of the reference ratios. The importance of the affine subgroups is that.
frame (simplex and unit, point) of p 3 . Let P 1 , P, 2 , P 3 be ther, exist affine invariants that are not projective inthree object points projecting onto corresponding points
Note that since only ratios of coordinates are significant in r", k is deternmined up to a uniform scale, and any point P, r, can he used to set a mutual scale for all views by setting an appropriate scale for v', for example. The value of k can easily be determined as follows: we have Multiply both sides by .4A, for which we get
0'1 ,,,,_0 where A = A-. 1 .. Notc that A E PGL 3 is a .. 0,0,0,) collineation between the two image planes. due to 7ri. determined by p" 5 Api. j = 1, 2 3. and Ar = r' (there- Figure 1: fore, can be recovered directly without going through A. ,A 2 ). Since k is determined up to a uniform scale. we need a fourth correspondence Po,.P'. and let A., or C, P 1 . P.-, P 3 will be denoted by 7r,. Let 0 be the COP of be scaled such that p,, •-Apý -r'. Then k is a' affine the first camera, and 0' the COP of the second camera.
invariant, which we will refer to as "'affine depth". FurWe assign the coordinates (0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1) to 0, 0', thermore, (x, y, 1, k) are the homogeneous coordinates respectively (see Figure 1 ). This choice of representation representation of P. and the 3 x 4 matrix [A, -I'] is a is always possible because the two cameras are part of camera transformation matrix between the two views. p3. By construction, the point of intersection of the line Note that k is invariant when computed against a refer-00' with 7rr has the coordinates (1, 1, 1,0) (note that r, ence view (the first view in this derivation), the camera is the plane X3 = 0. therefore the linear combination of transformation matrix d -es not only depend on the cam-0 and 0' with X3 0 must be a multiple of (1. 1,1,0)). era displacement but on.the choice of three points, and Let, P be some object point projecting onto p, p'. The the camera is an "affine engine" if a reference view is line OP intersects 7r, at the point (a, ý3, 1, 0). The cooravailable. More details on theoretical aspects of this redinates a, 3,1 can be recovered by projecting the image sult are provided in Section 3.2, but first we discuss its plane onto 7rI, as follows. Let z?, r' be the location of both algorithmic aspect. epipoles in the first and second view, respectively (see Section 2.6). Given the epipoles v and v', we have by our 3.1 Two Algorithms: Re-projection and Affine choice of coordinates that Pl, P2, p3 and v are projectively Reconstruction from Two Perspective (in P 2 ) mapped onto e 1 = ( 1, 0, 0), e, = (0, 1.0),e 3 -Views (0, 0, 1) and C 4 = (1, 1, 1), respectively. Therefore, there
On the practical side, we have arrived to a remarkably exists a unique element Ai E PGL 3 (3 x 3 matrix defined simple algorithm for affine reconstruction from two perup to a scale) that satisfies AP, p •-ej, j = 1,2,3, and spective/orthographic views (with an uncalibrated cam-A 1 i, = e 4 . Note that we have made a choice of scale by era), and an algorithm for generating novel views of a setting AIt to e 4 , this is simply for convenience as will scene (re-projection). For reconstruction we follow these be clear later on. It follows that AIp = (a, 3, -).
steps: Similarly, the line O'P intersects 7 1 " at (a',', '.0). [19, 27, 28] for details). 3. Set the scale of v" by using a fourth corresponding
Compute epipoles v,v' (see Section 2.6). Let
) 31 ) 4. For every corresponding pair p, p' recover the affine 0 depth k that satisfies pf ý_-Ap -Wv. As a technical 0 1 0 1 note, k can be recovered in a least-squares fashion from which it immediately follows that k = s. We have by using cross-products:
therefore, by the choice of putting both cameras on the (p' x v')(pý x Ap)
frame of reference, that the transformation in P 3 is affine
(the plane ir, is preserved). If we leave the first camera fixed and move the second camera to a new position Note that k is invariant as long as we use the first view (must be a general position, i.e., 0' ý if), then the as a reference view, i.e., compute k between a reference transformation in P 3 belongs to the same affine group. 3 view p and any other view. The invariance of k can be used to "re-project" the object onto any third view p". P as follows. We observe: 0
V for some (unique lip to a scale) matrix B and epipolp r".
n-I One can solve for B and t" by observing six corresponding points between th, first and third view. Each pair of P 00 corresponding points p 3 , p1" contributes two equations:
b Xr"+ b32 Y ~7k u~j<1 + bI Ixj + bl 2 yJ + bi3 -kj r"11
where b33 = 1 (this for setting an arbitrary scale because the system of equations is homogeneous -of course Figure 2 : this prevents the case where b 33 = 0. but in practice this is not a problem: also one can use principal component analysis instead of setting the v:alue of somne choa fixed set of reference views of an object to perform sc', , 1rment of B or v"). The values of k, are found recognition, then only affine machinery is really necesfrom the coriu.,-ondences pj., j. = 1.
6 (note that sary to perform re-projection. As will be shown in Seck, = k2 = k3 = 0). Once B. r'" are recovered, we can tion 4. projective machinery requires more points and find the location of p"' for any seventh point pi, by first slightly more computations (but see Section 9 for dissolving for ki from the equation p/ Api-kir". and then cussion about practical considerations). substituting the result in the equation p"' -Bpi -kit,".
The manner in which affine-depth was derived gives rise to a refinement on the general result that four corre-3.2 Results of Theoretical Nature sponding points and the epipoles are required for affine Let t-, E S be some view from the set of all possible reconstruction from two perspective views [4. 29]. Our views, and let Pl,P2.p3 E L,, be non-collinear points derivation shows that in addition to the epipoles. we projected from some plane 7r. Also, let 5, C S be the need only three points to recover affine structure up to subset of views for which the corresponding pairs of pj, a uniform scale, and therefore the fourth point is needed j = 1,2.3. are non-collinear (A is full rank). Note that only for setting such a scale. To summarize. ,,. contains all views for which the COP is not on 7r. We have the following result:
In case where the location of epipoles are known, th•n three corresponding points art sufficient for computing There exists an affine invariant between a reference view the affine structure, up to a uniform but unknown scah. c, and the set of views S,.
for all other points in space projecting onto corresponding points in both views.
The result implies that. within the framework of unWe have also. calibrated cameras, there are certain tasks which are inAffine shape can be described as the ratio of a point P herently affine and. therefore, projective invariants are from a plane and the COP. normalized by the ratio of a not necessary and instead affine invariants are sufficient fired point front the reference plane and thb COP. (it is yet to be shown when exactly do we need to recover projective invariants -this is the subject of Section 4). Consider for example the task of recognition within the Therefore. affine-depth k depends only three points context of alignment [30. 11] . In the alignment approach, (setting up a reference plane), the COP (of the reference two or more reference views (also called model views), view) and a fourth point for setting a scale. This way or a 3D model, are stored in memory -and referred to of describing structure relative to a reference plane is as a "model" of the object. During the recognition provery similar to what [14] suggested for reconstruction cess, a small number of corresponding points between from two orthographic views. The difference is that there the reference views and the novel view are used for "rethe fourth point played the role of both the COP and projecting" the object onto the novel viewing position for setting a scale. We will show next that. the affine-(as for example using the method described in the previdepth structure description derived here reduces exactly ous section). Recognition is achieved if the re-projected to what [14] described in the orthographic case. image is successfully matched against the input image.
There are two ways to look at the orthographic case. This entails a sequential search over all possible models First, when both views are orthographic, the collineation
. until a match is found between the novel view and the A (in Equation 1) between the two images is an affine re-projected view using a particular model. The implitransformation in P 2 , i.e., third row of .4 is (0,0, 1). cation of the result above is that since alignment uses 4 Therefore, A can be computed from only three correspoeiding points, .-1) , p, j 1,2.3. Because bot h 0 three e-quations). A third corresponding point call be and 0' are at infinity. then the epipole r' is oil the plane used to determine tile reflection comnplonent (i. The proof has a trivial and a less trivial component. coordinate system). In that case .4 is an orthogonal maThe trivial part is to show that an affine motion of the trix and can be recovered front two corresponding points camera frame can be decomposed into a rigid motion and the epipoles -by imposing the constraint that vecfollowed by some arbitrary collineation in TP. The = (o, 3, ,,. 0) , and the intersection with 7r._, is the point P,. = (3 -, 0. 3 -,3) . We call express ( Pherefore the cross ratio is si)).p
W.
As it the affilz case. td is invariant up to a uniform scalel and any fifth o object point P,R (not lying oii any face of the tetratio - 1. 1, 1) ). \Ve have. therefore, that K" (normalized) is a projective invariant. which we call "'projective call be created by a finite sequence of views of a view depth". Relative shape is described as the ratio of a where only rigid motion of the camera framne is allowed.
point from two planes, defined by four object points, The details can be found in Appendix A.
along the line to a fifth point, which is also the center
The next section treats the projective case. It will of projection, that is set up such that its ratio from the be shown that this involves looking for invariants that two planes is of unit value. Any transformation T E GL 4 remain fixed when any two views of S are chosen. The will leave the ratio K invariant. What remains is to show section may be skipped if the reader wishes to get to how K can be computed given a second view. From Two Perspective Views that three corresponding points and the corresponding epipoles are qufficient for coninuting the collineation due Affine depth required the construction of a single retto the plane projecting onto the three points in both erence plane. and for that reason it was necessary to views this is clear from the derivation in Section :3. require that one view remained fixed to serve as a refbut also can be found in [28. 29. 23 ]. We have that the erence view. To permit an invariant from any pair of projections of P,, and P,, onto the second image are views of S. we should, by inference, design the construccaptured by Ap and Ep. respectively. Therefore. the tion such that the invariant be defined relative to two cross ratio of 0. P.,. t•,. P is equal to the cross ratio of planes. By analogy, we will call the invariant "projec-I". Ap. Ep, p', which is computed as fojiows: tive depth" [29] . This is done as follows.
We assign the coordinates (1,0,0,0),(0, 1,0,0) and p'• Ap-sEp. (0,0, 1,0) to P1, P 2 ,9 P3, respectively. The coordinates r' " Ap -s'Ep, (0,0,0, 1) are assigned to a fourth point P 4 , and the coordinates (1, 1, 1. 1) to the COP of the first camera O then K = s/s'0 up to a uniform scale factor (which is set (see Figure 3) . The plane passing through P 1 , P,ý, P3 is using a fifth point). Here we can also show that s' is a denoted by 7r, (as before), and the plane passing through constant independent of p. There is more than one way is denoted by 7r,. Note that the line OP 4 into show that. a simple way is as follows: Let q be an at (1, 0, 1, 1). v' -Aq -sq Eq. As before, let A 1 be the collineation from the imLet H be a matrix defined by H = A -sqE. Then. r' age plane to 7ri by satisf'ing Aipj 2 ej, j = 1._4, H where ei = (1,0,0),e2 = (0,1,0),f3 = (0,0,1) and Hf' and v' = Hq. This could happen only if v' -i Hp. f4 = (1, 1, 1) 
where A and E are described above, and K is invariant where A is the collineation due to some plane ri. and up to a uniform scale, which can be set by observing a E is the collineation due to sonme other plane ir' scaled fifth correspondence p., PK,, i.e., set the scale of E' to satsuch that p. We have also.
Provtchrt shapt can be described as the ratio of a point P from two faces of th t etrahedron, nornaliztd by the rawhere F is known as the "'Fundaniental" matrix (cf.
[
.1]) hto of a fixed point (the unit point of the refercnct frarni)
(a projective version of tie well known "-'Essential-niafrom those faces.
trix of [16] ). and the expression 
The practical implication of this derivation is that a due to [10] . which is derived for orthographic views. projective invariant, such as the one describcd here, is These functions express the epipolar geometry between worthwhile computing for tasks for which we do not have the two views in the perspective and orthographic cases. a fixed reference view available. Worthwhile because respectively. Algebraic functions of three views were iiiprojective depth requires an additional corresponding troduced in the past only for orthographic views [31. 21] . where A is the collineation between the two image planes special case useful for recognition tasks. We will start by due to the projection of some plane 7ri projecting to both addressing the two-view case. We will use Equation I to views, and r' is the epipole scaled such that oP"I = relate the entries of the camera transformation A and r' Ape -an for some point Po. 
2)
We Obtai tihe eq4uation simple relationship between the elements of telie tfuiida-.
-kr, mental" matrix IT an( the elements of the caniera trans-i e formation .4 and I"'. It is worth noting that this result
can be derived nuch easier, as follows. First, the relaHere we make (iof the result tfhat affine-depth k is tionship p'Fp =0 canl be derived, as observed by [4].
invariant for any ,.
w in reference to the first view. We from the fact that I' is a correlation mapping points caln isolate AT again from Equation 9 and obtain: pr onto their corresponding epipolar lines P in the sec-e ondl image. and therefore p' P' 0. Second', since tl-l r/1 -111,11
,i'e x APT we have f =' x A. Itn is known that.
the rank of the fundamental matrix is 2; we can use this Itw vIt 1 lailied as a solt ion of a single -quation iii coordinates of I lithe next sect ion we address another cas'e. interlinelhe other twI) view.. Tie coethi'ienits oi, ('all bet' recovered diate between ti1e general trilinear and tle orthlograplhic ;Is a soluth ion of a linear systemi. direct ly ifl w., observe I I linear functions, which we find interesting for applicacorresponding points across lhe tlree Views (more t han t lions of visual recognition.
I I points can be used for a least-squares solution), or 6.2. known (x'., y') . we ('all recover the torreviews of an object art aaken orthograpiically using a sponding ii coordinate, .r". iii tIl( third view by suibstit et lens would provide a reasonaiible approxinlat ion), bill 
where () represent linear polynomials in x, q. The so-A bilinear function of three views has two advantages lution for .x". y" is unique without constraints on the over tle general trilinear ftinction. First. only seven corallowed camera transformations. If we choose Equaresponding points (instead of 11) across three views are tions 12 and 13. then l'j and "', should not vanish sirequired for solving for the coefficients (compared to tile inultaneously. i.e.. r' + (0. 1.0) is a singular case. Also minimal six if we first recover A, B. t'. I"). Second. the c (0. 1.0) and r" • (1.0.0) give rise to singular cases. lower the degree of the algebraic function. tihe less senOne can easily show that for each singular case there sitive the solution should be in the presence of errors in are two other functions out of the nine available ones measuring correspondences. Ini other words, it is likely tfat provide a unique solution for x", y". Note that the (though not necessary) that the higher order terms, such singular cases are pointwise, i.e., only three epipolar dias the term .r".r'.r in Equation 12 . will have a higher conrections are excluded, compared to the much stronger tribution to the overall error sensitivity of the system. singular case when the algebraic function of two views is Compared to the case when all views are assumed orused separately. as described in the previous section.
thographic, this case is much less of an approxitmation. 1 Taken together, the process of generating a novel view Since the model views are taken only once. it is not uncan be easily accomplished without the need to explicitly reasonable to require that they be taken in a special , nan, ly. with a tele lens (assuniulg we are dealing into planes (it would have planes if the projection was object recognition. rather than scene recognition).
parallel, in general its not even planes) one can attempt it requirement is satisfied. then tihe recognition task to divide the scene into objects, each carries the 22 pateral since we allow any perspective view to be taken rameters describing its displacement onto the subsequent ig be recognition proce'-s. Iramne.
Another area of application may be in computer Applications graphics. Re-projection techniques provide a si. t-cut for image rendering. Given two fully rendered views bratic functions of views allow the manipulation of of some 3D object, other views (again ignoring selfes of 31) objects without necessarily recovering 3D occlusions) (canr be rendered by simply "'conibining" the oure or any fo~rii of camiera geometry (either full, or reference views. Again. the number of corresponding Itli, epipol's) points is less of a concern here. it application that was emphasized t hroughout te he r i. visual recognition via alignnment. In this con-8 The derivation was also useful in making tire connection i that the model is orthographic) compared to six to a similar expression. due to [10] . made in the context M the 22 parameters. The receiver then simply cor-I,, -the two reference views in a "trilinear way" given 9 General Discussion ih-"eceived parameters. This is clearly a domain where i h, iumber of points are not a major concern, whereas For purposes of visual recognition. by alignment, the -t .licity. and probably robustness due to the short-cut transformations induced by changing viewing positions Ile corimputations. is of great importance. is at most affine. In other words, a pin-hole uncalibrated 'hated to image coding is a recent approach of image cainera is no more than an "-affine engine' for tasks for mnposition iito "layers" as proposed in [1, 2] . In this which a reference view ( a model) is available. One of oach. a sequence of views is divided up into regions, the goals of this paper was to make this claim and make ;e nmotion of each is described approximately by a use of it in providing methods for affine reconstruction "21) Bfile transformation. The sender sends tihe first imand for recognition. Followed only by tile six affine parameters for each An) affine reconstruction follows immediately from . r,. ,n for each subsequent frame. T[ihe use of algebraic Equation 1 and the realization that .4 is a collineation I: tions of views cal potentially make this approach of some plane which is fixed for all views. The recont,... powerful because instead of dividing up the scene 10 structed homogeneous coordinates are (x. y, 1, k) where (x, y. 1) are the homogeneous coordinates of the image lation component (note that t v'), z: is the depth from plane of the reference view, and k is an affine invariant, the first camera frame, and :' is the depth value seen
The invariance of k" can be used to generate novel views fromi the second camera frame. Divide both sides of the of the object (which are all affinel, related to the referequation by z. assume that R is an arbitrary non-singular ence view), and thus achieve recognition via alignment, matrix A, and it seents that we have arrived to EquaWe can therefore distinguish between affine and nontion 1. where 4." -1/:. In order to do it right, one alfine transformations iii the context of recognition: if must start with an affine frame, map it aftinelv onto the the object is fixed and the transformations are induced first camera, then map it atfinely onto the second camby camera displacements. thent k must be invariant era, and then relate the two mappings together -it will space of transformations is no more than affine. If. howthen become clear that k is an invariant measurement.
ever. the object is allowed to transform as well, then k This derivat ion, which we will call an "'afthie derivation" would not remain fixed if the transformation is not affine, appears to have tihe advantage of not using project ive gei.e. involves more than translation, rotation, scaling and oinetry. However, there are some critical pieces missing. shearing. For example, we may apply a projective transFirst. and foremost. we have an equation but not a, alformation in P' to the object representation, i.e., map gorithin. We have seen that simple equation count ing five points (in general positeion) to arbitrary locations in for solving for A and k, given t. from point correspomispace (which still remain in general position) and( map dences is not sufficient, because t lit, systemn of equations all other points accordingly. This mapping allows more is singular for any number of corresponding poi.ts. Also ".distort ions" than affine transformations allow, and call equation counting does not reveal the fact that only four be detected by the fact that k will not remain fixed. points are necessary: three for A and the fourth for setAnother use of the affine derivations was expressed in ting a mutual scale. Therefore. the realization that .1 is Part II of this paper. by showing the existence of algea lhonmography of some plane that is fixed along all views braic functions of views. We have seen that any view a fact that is not revealed by the affine derivationcan be expressed as a trilinear function with two referis crucial for obtaining an algorithm. Second. the uiaence views in the general case, or as a bilinear function ture of tilie invariant measurement k' is not coinpletely when the reference views are created by means of paralrevealed: it is not (inverse) depth because A is nou neclel projection. These functions provide alternative, much essarily orthogonal, and all the other results described simpler, means for manipulating views of a scene. The in Section :3.2 do not clearly follow either. camera geometries between one of the reference views ('onsider next t he question of whether, within the conand the other two views are folded into 22 coefficients.
text of projective geometry, afline-depth could have been The number 22 is perfectly expected because these camderived on geometric grounds without setting ill) coorera geometries can be represented by two camera transdinates, as we did. For example, although this was, not formation niatrices, and we know that a camera transmentioned in Section 3. it is clear that the three points formation matrix has 11 free parameters (3 x 4 matrix, ,'. Ap. i' are collinear -t his is well known and can be determined up to a scale factor). However, the folding derived from purely geometric considerations iy observof the camera transformations are (lone ii such a way ing t lhe optical hue Qp amd lie epipolar line' I ,'l' that we have two independent sets of 11 coefficients each.
are, projectively related in P' (cf. [28. 29. 22] ). It is less and each set contains foldings of elements of both camobvious, however, to show oil geometric grounds onlv era transformation matrices (recall Equation 11). This that the ratio k is invariant independently of where thlie enables us to recover the coefficients fronm point corresecond view is located, because ratios are' not generally spondences alone, ignoring the 3D structure of the scene. preserved under projectivity (only cross-ratios are). Ili Because of their simplicity, we believe that these algefact, as we saw, A' is invariant but tip to a uniform scale. braic functions will find uses iii tasks other than visual therefore, for any particular optical line the ratio is not recognitioni some of those are discussed in Section 7. preserved. It is for this reason that algebra was mitroThis paper is also about projective invariants, makduced in Section 3 for the derivation of affine-depth. ing the point of when do we need to recover a projective invariant, what additional advantages should we expect, (onsider next the difference between the atfine and(l and what price is involved (more computations, more the projective frameworks. We have seen that from a points, etc.). Before we discuss those issues, it is worth theoretical standpoint, a projective invariant, such as discussing a point or two related to the way affine-depth projective-depth ," in Equation 2. is really necessary was derived. Results put aside, Equation 1 looks suswhen a reference view is not available. For examiple, aspiciously similar, or trivially derivable fromn. the classic sume we have a sequence of n views tV,, .... C',, -of a motion equation between two frames. Also, there is the scene and we wish to recover its 3D structure. All affline question of whether it was really necessary to use the framework would result if we choose one of the views. tools of projective geometry for a result that is essensay t,, as a reference view. and compute the structure tially affine. Finally, one may ask whether there are sinias seen from that camera location given the corresponpier derivations of the same result. Consider the classic dences L-, =::> •ii with all the remaining views -this is a motion equation for a calibrated caniera: common approach for recovering metric structure from a sequence. Because affine-depth is invariant, we have p Rp + t. n -1 occurrences of the same measurement k for every
Here R is an orthogonal matrix accounting for the rotapoint, which can be used as a source of information for tional component of camera displacement, t is the trans-11 a least-squares solttion for k (or naively. simply average the n -I measurements). Now consider the projective
We have: framework. Projective-depth Kc is invariant for any two p' 5 Ap -kvt' views t;, ii,, of the sequence. We have therefore n (it -1) . occurrences of K which is clearly a stronger source of information for obtaining an over-determined ,solution.
-[4.
-t]
The conclusion from this example is that a projective k framework has practical advantages over the affine. even iii cases where an affine franiework is theoretically sufficient. There are other practical considerations in favor [.4 , Y' of the projective framework. II the affine framework, the For every R. B and u,. there exists S and u that produce the same image. simply be setting S = BR and u = BR'.
